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THEMATIC AND PLOT SUMMARY 

‘To find something go back to the one place where you know it definitely was before it 

disappeared.’(pp 197-8)  

 

This novel is part contemporary mystery with historical elements, part travel narrative, 

and also a rite of passage of a man trying to come to terms with his own equivocal nature, 

and with the losses and disappointments in his life.  Martin Flint, a discontented newspaper 

sub-editor, and his wife Angelica, separate some years after the death of their only 

daughter, four year old Cali, a break precipitated by his admission that he’s developed a 

serious gambling habit.  Obviously their marriage has been suffering for some time and as 

the novel progresses we gain a picture of a man whose grief and guilt has caused him to 

become detached, whether it be from work or relationships. Martin  decides to pursue a 

story suggested by a newspaper cutting, by going to Fiji where much of the novel is set, 

and the history of which often impinges on the story being told. His search is complicated 

by the nature of Fijian society which thrives on gossip and is fraught by the interventions of 

opportunists, scammers, and political instability.  But it’s also fraught because he’s not 

sure why he’s there, or what he’s really searching for.   

 

The novel is set in Fiji and Australia. It opens in Suva where Martin has spent a year and a 

half staying at the Twilight Homestay owned by a New Zealander named Johnny Grainger. 

The guesthouse is due to be sold to a Chinese man named Chin, and Martin is preparing to 

return to Australia the next day. Over an evening bowl of kava he hears the story of 

another resident, Suli, who, after seven years in Australia as an illegal immigrant has been 

deported. Johnny has also been at a loss, since he wound up in Fiji after his wife decided 

she no longer wanted to sail around the world as they’d long planned to do. It seems that 

the hostel is a place of last resort, and as the novel progresses it is suggested that Fiji is a 

bolthole for outsiders seeking to begin new lives or to escape from their old ones. Many 

Europeans who stayed too long in Fiji were ‘initially escaping, trying to jump-start our 

lives, looking for something. But what that thing was most of us were not quite sure 

anymore, or had long since forgotten…What we did find though, was an acceptance we had 

never known elsewhere.’(p 10)  
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The background to Martin’s time in Fiji is detailed in the first flashback in the novel, 

which introduces Martin and his wife Angelica, browsing in an auction house. They are 

both still grieving, although they’ve expressed it in different ways. She’s given up social 

work and taken up teaching yoga and reading tarot (p 37) because ‘understanding the 

dynamics of grief amounted to nothing when it came to the loss of her own child.’(p 37) 

She’s also become addicted to collecting second hand goods since Cali drowned. ‘In 

scratches and chips and wonky joints and faded, torn fabric Angelica saw possibility and 

potential, but all it left me feeling was claustrophobic and forlorn.’(p 15) Martin, in 

contrast, has become addicted to gambling, and the tension in their relationship is clear: 

he goes junk collecting with her but is not really interested, and he also trawls porn sites. 

She says that he’s an ‘another room guy… happy in a relationship as long as you can spend 

most of the time in another room’ (p 18). Then, at this auction house, he chances upon an 

article about a ship called the Eliza, wrecked in the Fijian islands in 1808, its treasures 

lost, and a Charlie Savage who was said to have lived with the natives after the wreck. 

Martin steals the cutting, but has no idea why or what he intends to do with it. The tension 

between Martin and Angelica escalates when on their 11th wedding anniversary he’s late for 

dinner because he’s been gambling on poker machines. He’s discovered to his horror that 

he’s reached his credit limit. He confesses to Angelica, who’s shocked, and three days 

later, leaves him. He goes to a gambling addiction group (pp 78-9) where he confesses to 

guilt over his daughter’s death(because he was minding her on the day she drowned in the 

backyard swimming pool), and meets an entrepreneur named Lester Delayne whose latest 

scheme is selling Miracle Water. ‘I had come to a twelve-step meeting and seemed to have 

ended up in a mini-Amway convention.’(p 88) He drops Lester home and later realises that 

he may unwittingly have told him about the shipwrecked Eliza and the missing treasure. 

  

The nature of ‘truth’ is a theme suggested in the novel, by Martin’s profession, and by 

the things which happen to him. When Martin’s stepmother Margaret rings to tell him his 

father has died, he reflects on her brutal honesty which is something he respects in her, 

but when  he arrives for the funeral, he fails to tell her that he and Angelica have 

separated and rings the latter asking her to attend the ceremony. His oration at the funeral 

(p 111) is kind, but does not reveal his true feelings. However, later he gets drunk and 

insults his father’s old pals Nora and Dean with some real home truths. When Martin 

returns to work, he becomes increasingly disillusioned with the limitations of his 

profession.  ‘The real story, it seemed to me, was always more complex, more layered than 

the time and space constraints of journalism could do justice to.’ (p 133) His boss Graeme 

Sandler may have exaggerated his qualifications for the job and is the sort of leader who 

needs to control staff by intimidation (p 51). News coverage of Cali’s death reveal the sorts 

of mistakes and simplifications made by people like his colleague Penelope Delmar who is 

‘masking her insecurity with arrogance’ (p 137).  When her story about the apparent 

suicide of Lester Delayne takes his eye, they argue about his suggested changes. He’s 

accused of bullying, urged to take time off, and decides to go to Fiji. He rings Angelica who 
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says she might like to try again and angers her when he tells her his plan, but doesn’t 

reveal the whole story of why he’s going.     

 

Martin’s arrival in Fiji heralds a new thread in the novel for we are immediately 

introduced to the differences but also the connections between Fiji and Australia. As he 

leaves the Fijian airport he says that, ‘the humidity hit me like an invisible wall. I had to 

remind myself constantly that this was what sapped the energy, the resolve, made easy 

things difficult.’(p 63) But later he remarks that seeing familiar sights such as Australian 

banks, reminds him ‘that I had perhaps not ventured very far from home at all.’ (p 65) 

Martin grows to respect the ways in which Fijian culture differs to Australian. ‘That’s how 

it is in Fiji. For a long time nothing happens. But everything gets done eventually.’(p 222) A 

Canadian journalist discusses the George Speight coup of 2000 (p 68) with Martin: ‘You’ll 

get used to it,’ he said. ‘Things being more or less true in this place.’ (p 70) On his third 

day in Suva he moves to the Twilight Homestay and continues to discover the nature of this 

society in which ‘Cash is a much more valuable commodity than shoes in a place like Fiji.’ 

(p 125) He sees the Statue of Cakobau chief of Bau, who ceded the Fiji Islands to Great 

Britain in 1874 (p 125), and a couple of Spanish silver dollars from the Eliza at the museum 

and observes that ‘tiny crosses of bright light glinted on their surface’ (pp 125-6). Both 

events rekindle his interest in his research but he feels uncomfortably that it’s ‘almost as if 

I was unwittingly acting out an intricate script that had been written by someone else’ (p 

126). When he visits the Grand Pacific Hotel he pays Rani a guard to see inside (p 127) and 

she tells him some of its history, of a female ghost living there, and  insightfully observes 

that he’s depressed, warning him that: ‘Without trust you are nothing inside’(p 130). 

Grainger, the hostel owner, shows up just before Martin’s planned return to Australia, and 

offers him a part-time job so he decides to stay. He telephones Angelica, who is not 

impressed, and says he’s ‘impossibly cruel’ (p 154). But he settles in, supervising the guest 

house, researching, and sub-editing a local paper, including a gossip column. ‘Gossip is a 

favourite pastime in Suva. A fact that ought to make people act more discreetly than they 

do.’ (p 157) Over the next few weeks he meets a twenty-five female escort named Tabua 

(pp 162-3), hears her story (which is typical of poorer Fijians and their lack of opportunity), 

and of her affair with a wealthy businessman named Chin, and during several meals 

together he begins to care for her. One night he meets her at a club, finds her drunk, tells 

her she doesn’t have to prostitute herself(pp 228-230), and is later beaten up, possibly by 

her companions.  

 

He continues his search and a man named Rusty takes him to Bau, where he is forced to 

confront the likely failure of his quest. For there he meets a chief who appears 

uninterested in the story of Savage: ‘Fijians are often ambivalent about the past, prefer to 

forget it and move on.’(p 201) A guide named Tomasi takes him on a tour and warns him 

not to pursue the mystery: ‘Some things better leave where they are’ (p 203).  He’s 

advised not to dive, but Rusty talks him in to it, and he has a close call, before ‘seeing’ 

Cali in the water.  While dropping a bat researcher named Nancy Bingham at the airport 
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where she’s apprehended for attempted smuggling, he sees a familiar face, and re-

introduces himself to Lester Delayne (p 216) whose death had obviously been faked.  He 

tells him of the treasure, and next day goes to see Lester (now going under the alias of 

Skinner) at the Holiday Inn, but finds that he never checked in. He later hears that Skinner 

has established a digging operation called Savage Dollars (p 251) in order to find the 

treasure and is seeking investors. Tabua tells him that Peter Chin (her former lover and the 

man who later buys the hostel), is backing him. He goes to a resort with Tabua  ### but 

resists complete engagement with her. He later reads a book which contains an interview 

with Charlie Savage’s daughter, Maraia, in which she describes seeing her father’s stash of 

the Eliza treasure: ‘Oh, those bright crosses I shall never forget them’ (p 244) and he drives 

to a spot where he thinks her account suggested the coins were hidden, finds nothing, but 

is disconcerted when told by a boatman that some other foreigners, possibly cronies of 

Lester, have also recently been poking around the area.  

 

Meanwhile he and Angelica have kept in touch and this part of the novel highlights the 

milestones in Martin’s personal journey. One night, for example, they discuss his 

tendency to agonise about things and he admits that: ‘the idea that I was capable of much 

less than I had thought had calcified’ (p 179) but that he is ‘trying to do something about 

his problems…trying to help myself.’(p184) She mentions her brother Jason several times 

and says he wants to see Martin, which displeases him since he had thrown Jason out of 

their house some years before, after his drug problem had threatened their daughter. They 

later discuss Jason’s problems and how Angelica’s Sicilian mother left them when Jason 

was a baby, frustrated by dislike of, and lack of opportunities, in Australia.  Angelica rings 

again and says that Jason has told police that he was drugged out on the day Cali died and 

has recently remembered being there and taking her to the pool. Martin reflects on both 

Tabua and Jason whom he thinks of as victims of society.  But perhaps he, too, is a victim? 

 

The novel comes to its climax when events conspire to send Martin home and all the 

threads of the novel come together. He reads a news story about Skinner being about to 

start digging for the Eliza treasure, and Penelope turns up on the trail of the story, but 

Martin refuses to tell her anything. He tracks down and confronts Skinner who admits to 

copying his research papers but tries to justify his scam. ‘How much of the profits from so-

called legitimate foreign investment do you think stay in this country, anyway?’(p 301) 

Martin asks for $15000 to keep quiet (he plans to give this to charity) but Skinner threatens 

Tabua.  Angelica is still waiting for Martin to come home when Johnny invites him to a 

special dinner to tell him he’s sold the Twilight and moving to a mansion he’s built to 

reconcile with his wife. Martin arranges to see Peter Chin and tells him Lester is a conman 

and that Tabua needs protection. He packs and burns all his research papers, says his 

goodbyes to Rani and to Tabua’s family. Just as he’s about to leave he reads reports in the 

paper that Nancy got off and has gone home, that the Fiji Unity and Reconciliation Bill 

which would see coup perpetrators pardoned, may be passed (p 329), and that Skinner is 

missing believed drowned. Martin’s promised to help Tabua come to Australia for a holiday, 
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they spend his last night together, and the novel ends inconclusively.  There’s a suggestion 

though that his marriage may have been saved by their separation and his experiences in 

Fiji have advanced the possibility of reconciliation. He hasn’t found any treasure, but he 

may have found some new confidence, and understanding about the circumstances of his 

daughter’s death. 
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WRITING STYLE AND TECHNIQUES 

1. This novel plays with time by alternating between Martin’s time in Fiji in some 

chapters; and on his past in others. Alternate chapters explain the death of Cali, 

Angelica’s childhood, his relationship with his father, and how their lives unravelled. Does 

this technique enhance the telling?    

 

2. This is written in a mixture of genres, as are many contemporary novels. It is part 

mystery, with historical elements; part travel narrative and has a ‘nourish’ quality 

suggestive of crime fiction.  Discuss. 

 

3. Written in the first person, we only ever glean Martin’s view of the action. Imagine if 

it had been told by Grainger or by Tabua or Angelica? How might that have altered the 

perspective on these events? 

 

4. Characterisation is spare, and largely conveyed by brief dialogues between the people 

Martin meets or is related to. What impression does the novel give you of these main 

characters?  

 

5. This is fiction, partly based on real historical events, since the Eliza and Charlie 

Savage did exist. You may wish to read further about this mystery on the internet. 
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THE AUTHOR 

Ross Duncan is a lawyer and also works occasionally as a freelance journalist. He has been 

a regular visitor to Fiji in recent years. This is his first novel. 
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QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION 

 

1. ‘Gambling was the only thing I ever found that provided a spark’ (p 82). The aftermath 

of grief can create a vacuum in a life which is difficult to fill. Is Martin simply depressed 

when he sets off on this journey? Does he fool himself into believing that the search has 

meaning?  

 

2. ‘A fifth of world’s gambling machines are in Australia… It’s a fourteen billion dollar 

industry.’(p 26) Discuss the role of gambling in Australian society.  

 

3. ‘Non-disclosure was innocent if you honestly didn’t think it relevant, fraudulent if you 

knew it might be.’(pp 53-4) Discuss.  

 

4.  ‘The truth doesn’t always make anyone feel better.’(p 87)  Discuss the relationship 

between truth, hope and delusion. 

  

5. ‘So much of the future depends on a single decision taken in the moment.’(p 44) 

Discuss.  

 

6. Martin’s relationship with Tabua is ambivalent, given his belief that he and Angelica 

might get back together, but also because of differences of age, experience, culture and 

class. What did you make of it? 

 

7. ‘When it comes to their pet subjects, people are often incapable of appreciating a little 

irony.’ (p 210)  Martin is referring to Nancy the bat researcher here, but it could apply to 

anyone.  Discuss. 

 

8. Fiji’s culture, politics and history are frequently mentioned in this text. eg ‘The Fijian 

trait of telling the same story over and over again… a way of keeping the past alive, making 

it real’ (p 6); the Fijian culture of politeness (p 211); the exploited fear that the Indo-

Fijians are ‘taking over’ Fiji (p 4); the George Speight coup of 2000; the handing over of 

the islands to Great Britain in 1874; Grainger tells Martin the history of Suva (pp 207-80); 

Martin’s comments on the inferior mahogany planted (p 248); the displaced Indo-Fijian 

sugar cane farmers and indigenous Fijians who are squatting (p 213); Martin refers to the 

Tagimaucia - the flower which supposedly means ‘tears of despair’ and which relates to a 

folk tale; finally Grainger comments on Fiji: ‘It needs an honest history,’ he said, ‘Fijians 

need to go back and stop pretending it’s the Indians who’ve denied them prosperity. 

Acknowledge that’s it been outside interests and Fijian elites.’(p 312) What impressions did 

this novel give you of the country?  
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9. Martin comments on the malaise that has gripped many modern cities, when he 

indicates his sense of disquiet about the gentrified city(p 34) and the pretentious 

restaurant names(p 35) and suggests the need to escape to something more honest. Does 

Fiji give him the simple life he seems to crave?  

 

10. Angelica calls Martin ‘impossibly cruel’ (p 154) and later suggests that they should get 

back together. Is she too forgiving?  

 

11. There’s a sense of underlying spirituality in this novel. Martin has the premonition that 

someone is guiding him. Angelica reads Tarot cards. Margaret tells Martin that his dad had 

been having premonitions (p 99) before he died, and had become obsessed with a cat. 

Martin meets a faith healer named Beresford on the plane (pp 144-5) and his watch does 

‘strange’ things. Rani warns him about his future. Angelica tells Martin that she’s dreamt of 

a woman with a flower in her hair (Tabua). What did you make of these references?  

 

12. The novel is left open-ended. Is Martin going to reunite with Angelica?  Will Jason be 

charged? If Tabua comes to Australia, how will Martin explain it? What is the central theme 

of this novel? 
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